
 

INSIDER WEEKLY ROUNDUP (29 APRIL 2017) 

Prepare yourself for a mammoth Insider Weekly. 

You might want to break it up, mix it with some scroggin, and eat it on the run or simply put 
a pot of coffee on and drink it in one si?ng. 

In this Insider Weekly:  

1. What's happening with European EquiDes 
2. …and a trade idea 
3. Indexing bubble 
4. RelaDve value: Japan & Europe 
5. Thoughts on shorDng 

Below is a stunning photo from Insider member Bill, taken from his home in CharloRe, NC, 
USA (send me your sunset photos as per tradiDon here). 

I just love the combinaDon of intense fire like violence with what is so o[en the most 
tranquil part of any day. It's schizophrenic on the face of it… not unlike markets actually. 

mailto:admin@capitalistexploits.at


School holidays are with me and so I took the family on a couple of hiking trips. While my 
pictures never seem to do the actual landscape any jusDce, this shot was taken from the top 
of a ridge just 45 minutes from our house but a 4 hour hike up through the bush to a 
trampers hut and overlooking the bay. Magic stuff! 

And another photo taken from roughly halfway back down the mountain while stopping to 
feed the spawn chocolate while looking out over some farmland which sits at the base of 
the bushline. 
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European EquiHes 

Wow, that was one almighty rally in European equiDes. The markets have all but decided it's 
confirmed that Macron will take the French Presidency. We've not seen a 4% rally in 
European stocks for a very long Dme.  

"Risk on" is all I heard coming from the mouths of the financial press on Monday following 
the "win" by Macron.  

But maybe the conDnual reference to "risk on - risk off" is a actually a contrarian sign. 
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It seems to me that the very thing that the crowd sees as "risky" (i.e. equiDes) is actually the 
opposite in reality. To me the "risk on - risk off" narraDve embodies the mood of the market 
right now - capital conDnues to be held up in the "safety" of bonds.  

Here's a thought: if investors jusDfy their current acDons in the market and the press aim to 
please the masses with what they want to hear (otherwise their raDngs would plummet) and 
if the vast majority of investors were invested in equiDes, would you expect them to want 
to hear that equiDes were "risky"?  

I think not.  

If everyone was invested in the equity market, then we'd be hearing that equiDes are a "safe 
haven" or at least jusDficaDons as to why equiDes wouldn't go down in value. Just an 
interesDng point to ponder. 

I don't want to dwell too much on the French elecDon because it sort of takes one's focus 
away from looking under the covers for deep value situaDons. 

A Trade Idea 

Let's "explore" the idea of a bearish posiDon on the euro. Let's say the markets are pricing 
this correctly and Macron takes the chief podium donut spot. Would the Euro (FXE) move 
materially to the upside? I doubt it.  

Sure, we might see the EUR/USD trade up to 1.15 level but that would be about it. That's 
not a parDcularly significant move in the context of a mulD-year trend.  

Now what happens if, shock horror, armageddon strikes and Le Pen takes the top spot? 
Incidentally, something the market is not pricing and nor are opinion polls.  

If we are to believe half the rhetoric from Le Pen, then France would be out of the euro. 
She's made that much clear, although it is probably a lot more complicated than many think. 
Certainly, it'd be difficult to see a Le Pen victory as anything but bearish for the single 
currency. 

What I want to hammer home here isn't who wins but rather the reacDon of the market to 
the "shock" if Le Pen did win and the probabiliDes and pricing of such an event.  

It wouldn't surprise me to see FXE retest the lows of the start of the year or even trade 
below them. Le Pen may indeed be more powerful than Le Sword. 
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Let's look at this from a probability and payoff perspecDve. A one month ATM (at the 
money) put on FXE (19th May expiry, 105 strike) will cost about 0.80.  

So if FXE was to trade down to 104.20 then you would get your money back (breakeven).  

If it did reverse all its gain yesterday (1.61 points) then it would equate to a 57% return. Not 
too bad. 

And if it trades down to 101 (where it was a the start of the year) this would equate to just 
short of a 400% return.  

So what do I think? I think the trade has its merits, parDcularly if you were looking at 
hedging the result of an "unlikely" Le Pen win.  

Now, what about a January 2019 put (almost 2 years)?  

A 105 strike put would cost about 4.0. So if Le Pen did get in and cause havoc then you 
would have to see FXE close at 97 come Jan 2019 to achieve a 100% return and 93 for a 
200% return. Also not a bad sort of trade, considering the euro is going there even with a 
Macron win albeit likely more slowly. 

Either which way you look at it, from a long-term perspec7ve it isn't a "sub prime" payoff trade 
unless the euro was to take out its all Dme low of about 0.80 within a couple of years which 
is enDrely possible. 
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 This, too, is likely how the euro ends. 

As such, I do think that a base short posiDon in the EUR is an absolute must. I've not got 
this in the trade poroolio but all readers are well aware of my thoughts on the euro and so 
I've not thought it necessary to state the obvious.  

Let me state the obvious: the single currency is a short. You can either buy and keep rolling 
puts on FXE or hold UUP as a long posiDon. 

One last thing I'll menDon on the European elecDons and the euro, and then I'll move on.  

Should we get a Macron victory complete with a rally in the EURO this will most likely allow 
for a fantasDc opportunity to add to and build short posiDons in the EUR. 

Ok… next. 

Stock Indexing - A Bubble?  

This week I came across a wonderful arDcle:  

I say wonderful because it's the first I've come across that provides a pictorial 
representaDon of the extent of the capital flows into ETFs and acDvely managed mutual 
funds.  
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Here is the essence of the arDcle: 

The massive divide is actually between the valuaDons of the top and boRom quarDle of 
stocks in the US. Those stocks that move higher aRract more funds while the opposite is 
true for those who underperform with a vicious self reinforcing cycle developing.  

The irony is that what seems like a stock picking or acDvely managed fund nightmare is an 
Easter egg hunt, providing, of course, you have the paDence (which is a scarce commodity 
these days).  

Taking a step back... a big step back, the big picture reveals itself. I like to look in places few 
others do for value, and more o[en than not this leads us to places the masses quite simply 
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aren't. If that requires going against the crowd for a while, then so be it, just so long as the 
payoff is there and probabiliDes are in our favour.  

PaDence is our biggest hurdle but that is a problem with what's between our own two ears 
and thus solvable with discipline. 

RelaHve Value - Japan & Europe 

You will have noDced that over the last 6 months or so I have been concentraDng my 
aRenDon of opportuniDes in Europe and Japan.  

We've talked about valuaDons before (valuaDons of Europe and Japan on a P/book and P/
Sales basis are about half that of the US).  

However, I haven't talked about the long-term relaDve performance of Europe and Japan vs. 
the US.  

Take a look at the charts below - the performance of Europe (Stoxx50) and Japan (Topix30) 
vs. the US (the Dow).  

In Europe's case there has been some 17 years of underperformance and Japan, well that 
goes way back to about 1990, so that is 27 years of underperformance.  

Stoxx 50 vs Dow Industrial 
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Topix 30 vs. Dow Industrial 

Any hint of a boRom in the charts above? In Europe's case, no. But there is a hint that 
Japanese equiDes are hammering out a long-term boRom relaDve to US equiDes.  

However, a[er such a long period of underperformance I wouldn't be be?ng that this will 
carry on too much longer.  

Remember, much of the reason for the exisDng global trends comes down to a global 
coordinaDon of central bank policy that we've not seen in… well, forever. It's unprecedented 
and, viewed in context, a blip on the radar of Dme. With rising populism, naDonalism, and 
the first signs of a cracking bond market we expect the linear path to mean revert. 

Another Thing... 

Americans are tradiDonally far more risk tolerant than their European and Japanese 
counterparts. Part of this is cultural, and part of it is due to the relaDve experiences over the 
last few generaDons insDlling a sense of both fear and greed. 

As a consequence there is a "helluva" lot of capital in Japan and Europe held up in the 
"safety" of treasury markets. Let me remind you that Japanese & European sovereign bond 
markets have the lowest yields in the world.  

When that capital goes looking for another home it will find equity markets a lot less liquid 
than they used to be (they are held in far fewer hands today) and accordingly prices of 
equiDes in Europe and Japan are likely to play catch up.  
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Fortunately, the downside or risk is preRy well taken care of. Go read our alert on Japanese 
financials and the Nikkei 225 Index. 

Perhaps the "euphoric" move into index tracking funds (ETFs) in the US has accentuated the 
relaDve performance and valuaDon gaps between US and Europe & Japanese equiDes.  

I haven't see much in the way of demand for Index tracking funds in Europe or Japan and 
perhaps this is simply another sign of the apathy towards equiDes. 

So I guess you are asking, what will be the final straw that breaks the back of fund flows 
into ETFs at the expense of acDvely managed funds and what will trigger the US equity 
market to start underperforming Europe and Japan.  

Well, I don't know and I am not really concerned and for this reason, the final straw that 
does break the camel's back is as insignificant as the previous straw stacked that didn't 
break its back.  

Sooner or later mean reversion will take hold. 

On ShorHng 

This week Paul Tudor Jones was quoted (behind closed doors), and the press picked it up 
and ran with it like a dog with a sDck. 
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Tudor Jones was talking about this chart: 

I think this chart is rather useless myself, there is no "mean" and those yellow highlights are 
conveniently placed well a[er the fact.  

Now, I don't doubt that the general stock market isn't cheap but that doesn't mean to say 
that the market cannot conDnue to move higher and just because it isn't cheap doesn't 
mean to say that one cannot find value. It just means you have to look a liLle harder.  

In any event, it is difficult to compare today's market with that which existed in late 1999 
and early 2000. Back then there was Euphoria with the TMT bubble. If we have opDmism 
now (which is debatable), there certainly wasn't any opDmism going back a mere 6 months. 

You might recall that back in 2000 we had every Tom, Dick, Harry, and his broker talking 
about the "new economy" to jusDfy stock valuaDons.  

We don't have any of this behavior right now, rather the opposite: finding problems and 
predicDng the next bear market sDll seems to be a well paid profession by the pundits 
(although not as well paying as it was a few years ago). 

And what about the "risk parity" that Tudor Jones was on about? This has its merits and I 
menDoned this briefly on the blog. It's more about algos running funds but to me it is also 
more an extension of the demand for "safe haven" assets.  
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It certainly isn't the embodiment of the theme that existed in 1999/2000 or 2006/07 - 
which amounted to "take as much risk as you can... you goLa be there or be leM behind." 

And here I am, drawn into an argument about the general direcDon of US equity markets 
again. It is very difficult to escape this because everyone wants to know "where do you see 
equi7es heading". 

Let me show you something... 

Let's take current equity markets now vs 2000. 

If you stayed away from TMT stocks from 2000 onwards (switching from "new economy" to 
"old economy" in early 2000, you weren't affected very much by the big bear market that 
everyone talked about.  

Take a look at the Dow, the only real "bearish" period was from July 2002 - October 2002 
(and that was largely driven by the Enron scandal and bankruptcy).  

Below I have overlaid the Dow with the Nasdaq 100 and the Russell and indexed the Dme 
series to 100 in 1997. 

Then I took just the Dow and Russell (hardly affected by the TMT bubble) in isolaDon. 

Moral of the story: a bear market should be one where it is "easy" to make money by being 
short.  
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But the dot-com bear market was a nightmare to make money on the short side if you 
stayed away from shorDng TMT stocks and shorted industrials instead. You would have 
been killed.  

Sure, you had a chance to make money on the short side from July 2002 to October 2002 
but that was some 4 months only.  

I know a lot of money managers but none who made money in that period on the short side. 

Where am I heading here?  

If you stay away from those stocks that are expensive and crowded and conDnue to 
concentrate on those that are cheap (especially where the narraDve around them is bearish 
and found to be flawed in logic), then even if you completely misread the market and don't 
"call" the next bear market, you will sDll sail through the other side in good shape and a big 
part of what we're going to need to do over the next 5-10 years is "make it through." 

Iceland 

Thinking about Iceland. I don't know why Iceland caught my aRenDon this week but take a 
look. 
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Boom, bust, and boom again: 

So that was an 11-fold move from early 2003 unDl the peak, then a 98% fall, and a 350% 
rise.  

I do remember back in 2009 when everyone had wriRen Iceland off - it would never return 
to "normality" in a generaDon or two.  

I can't recall anyone even hinDng that the country would boom again within the decade. 
And yet here we are. 

RegreRably at the Dme I wasn't lining up to buy Icelandic equiDes. There was so much value 
elsewhere.  

Anyway, seemingly against all odds Iceland pulled itself out of a 1930s style depression for 
reasons which turned out to be completely contradictory to that which the financial and 
poliDcal elite were suggesDng. 

The point I am ge?ng to is this, think about some of the markets and sectors we have 
talked about over the last 12 months: 
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European Banks, down 85% from their peak (at one stage), although the peak was too high 
in the first place: 

Star Bulk Carriers (a proxy for dry shipping) is down some 95%: 

The uranium sector is down some 90% (and that wasn't even its peak in 2008). Go re-read 
our alert on uranium here. 

This is truly beauDful. We've an enDre market in complete liquidaDon. Nobody, none, zero, 
nada are making money.  

This conDnues only if uranium goes away. We're willing to bet that's as bad a bet as elecDng 
a poliDcian based on their promises. 
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Offshore oil drillers (using Transocean as a proxy) - pick a number: 

And Greek equiDes that is about a 90% fall (yes, you are laughing your pants off). Granted 
we have no posiDons in the Insider poroolio here but we're looking: 
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Rare earth metals, some 90% loss: 

And what is going to cause these markets to follow in the bullish footsteps of Icelandic 
equiDes over the next 5 years (i.e. huge upside)? 

We have our thoughts but it is not in one's best interests to bet on material downside over 
a 5-year Dme frame when a market has already fallen by some 90% over the last 7 years 
(more or less).  

A wild card - not a trade idea but an "invitaDon to have a closer look": there is a liRle 
company that is pu?ng a whole bunch of "nano satellites" up into space to create an 
informaDon network for those that can't afford communicaDons in hard to reach places (or 
something like that). It is called Sky and Space Global. 

It is gathering a bit of interest. Not exactly a "deep value situaDon" but rather a "disrupDve 
soluDon". It is gaining tracDon with investors (futurists): 
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I'm very hesitant to get caught up in stories but this idea has caught my aRenDon. And yes, 
here is me wishing I had bought at 0.02.  

Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric OpportuniDes Fund 
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Unauthorized Disclosure Prohibited 

The informa7on provided in this publica7on is private, privileged, and confiden7al informa7on, licensed for your sole 
individual use as a subscriber. Capitalist Exploits reserves all rights to the content of this publica7on and related 
materials. Forwarding, copying, dissemina7ng, or distribu7ng this report in whole or in part, including substan7al 
quota7on of any por7on of the publica7on or any release of specific investment recommenda7ons, is strictly 
prohibited. 

Par7cipa7on in such ac7vity is grounds for immediate termina7on of all subscrip7ons of registered subscribers deemed 
to be involved at Capitalist Exploits. Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to monitor the use of this publica7on without 
disclosure by any electronic means it deems necessary and may change those means without no7ce at any 7me. If you 
have received this publica7on and are not the intended subscriber, please contact admin@capitalistexploits.at. 

Disclaimers 

Capitalist Exploits website, World Out Of Whack, Insider, and any content published by Capitalist Exploits is obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The informa7on contained in such 
publica7ons is not intended to cons7tute individual investment advice and is not designed to meet your personal 
financial situa7on. The opinions expressed in such publica7ons are those of the publisher and are subject to change 
without no7ce. The informa7on in such publica7ons may become outdated and there is no obliga7on to update any 
such informa7on. You are advised to discuss with your financial advisers your investment op7ons and whether any 
investment is suitable for your specific needs prior to making any investments. 

Capitalist Exploits and other en77es in which it has an interest, employees, officers, family, and associates may from 
7me to 7me have posi7ons in the securi7es or commodi7es covered in publica7ons or the website. Corporate policies 
are in effect that aLempt to avoid poten7al conflicts of interest and resolve conflicts of interest should they arise, in a 
7mely fashion. 

Capitalist Exploits reserves the right to cancel any subscrip7on at any 7me, and if it does so it will promptly refund to 
the subscriber the amount of the subscrip7on payment previously received rela7ng to the remaining subscrip7on 
period. Cancella7on of a subscrip7on may result from any unauthorized use or reproduc7on or rebroadcast of any 
Capitalist Exploits paid publica7on/s, any infringement or misappropria7on of Capitalist Exploits proprietary rights, or 
any other reason determined in the sole discre7on of Capitalist Exploits. 

Affiliate No8ce 

Capitalist Exploits has affiliate agreements in place that may include fee sharing. If you have a website and would like 
to be considered for inclusion in the Capitalist Exploits affiliate program, please email admin@capitalistexploits.at. 
Likewise, from 7me to 7me Capitalist Exploits may engage in affiliate programs covered by other companies, though 
corporate policy firmly dictates that such agreements will have no influence on any product or service 
recommenda7ons, nor alter the pricing that would otherwise be available in absence of such an agreement. As always, 
it is important that you do your own due diligence before transac7ng any business with any firm, for any product or 
service. 
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